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1 Introduction

Quantum technology is in the focus of scientific interest. Its

basic aim is to create physical qubits. There are high expecta-

tions for this field of science that it could revolutionize informa-

tion technology and medical applications. Solid state quantum

defects are candidates to achieve this.

Paramagnetic point defects possess excellent optical and

spin properties, therefore they are at the heart of quantum in-

formation technologies [1,2] and nanoscale sensing [3,4]. Qubits

in solid state host have long spin coherence time even at room

temperature [5]. Their electron spin state can be initialized

and read out optically. By manipulating the electron spin and

utilizing hyperfine coupling (ENDOR), quantum gates can be

realized. Great polarization transfer can be achieved between

electron and nuclear spin at the hyperfine level anti-crossing

(LAC) opening the way to quantum memory applications. Be-

sides the great isolation from the wider environment causing

decoherence, qubit point defects are extremely sensitive to the

changes of their local environment, making them excellent tools

for nanoscale sensing. This property was utilized for measuring

electric and magnetic fields, temperature and stress by great

precision.

The earliest discovery was the exceptional properties of

nitrogen-vacancy (NV) color center in diamond [6] and its most

promising applications are studied to this day. This defect pos-

sesses S = 1 spin in negative charge state. Even single defect

shows well detectable photoluminescence (PL). The ms = 0

sublevel of the ground state can be initialized by optical pump-
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ing. A spin-selective optical cycle allows the detection of the

spin state, where the spin-orbit selection rules of the triplet-

singlet intersystem crossing makes the ms = 0 sublevel show

greater PL intensity. This contrast is the key in optically

detected magnetic resonance (ODMR) applications. Further-

more, many point defects in silicon carbide (SiC), that have

similar spin and optical properties to NV in diamond, gained

more attention [7]. The latter host is available in industrial

quantities and can be used in technologically more advanced

micro-fabrication processes for integration into other semicon-

ductor platforms.

Some point defects are excellent single-photon sources for

quantum applications, and they can be used as optical inter-

faces for coupling spatially separated electron spin states in

the realization of quantum networks. Such quantum emitters

have to fulfill many criteria. The most important from these

is the circumvention of the broadening of the zero phonon line

(ZPL), known as spectral diffusion. This phenomenon is caused

by the time fluctuating Stark shift of the optical transition of

the defect resulting from the random charge transfers induced

by optical excitation. This can be avoided by using emitters

that couple weakly to stray electric fields, that is, their per-

manent electric dipole moment remains unchanged during the

excitation process.
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2 Motivation

During my research work, I studied paramagnetic point defects

in diamond and silicon carbide for quantum information and

nanoscale sensing applications. My aim was to determine the

magneto-optical properties of these defects and their interac-

tion with the local environment by calculations based on the

first principles of quantum mechanics. My further goal was to

find an ideal quantum emitter without inversion symmetry.

3 Methods

During my doctoral work, I used Kohn-Sham density func-

tional theory (KSDFT), implemented in the plane wave based

Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package (VASP). In these cal-

culations, I used Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) and Heyd-

Scuseria-Ernzerhof (HSE06) exchange-correlation functionals

and projector augmented-wave (PAW) method. My bulk mod-

els consist of 512 atom diamond and 432 atom silicon carbide

supercell.
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4 Results

4.1 Ab initio theory of the N2V defect in di-

amond for quantum memory implemen-

tation

N2V defect color center, that is formed similarly in diamond

as NV center, has singlet ground state and metastable triplet

state in its neutral charge state. I demonstrated that it is the-

oretically feasible to achieve optical spin polarization in the

triplet state and to transfer it to the nuclear spins in the vicin-

ity of the defect, creating a long living quantum memory. To

this end, I determined the magneto-optical parameters of the

system using a method based on Hubbard-model that surpass

the conventional KSDFT. I determined the excitation energies

of the strongly correlated states using this method with better

accuracy than it is possible with the conventional self consis-

tent HSE06 calculation. Furthermore, I determined the possi-

ble of intersystem crossing processes and estimated their rela-

tive rate. This way, I found an optical cycle that can achieve

ODMR contrast. [T1]

4.2 Spin-strain coupling of paramagnetic point

defects

In quantum information applications, the precise knowledge of

the interaction of qubit point defects with the deformation of

their host crystal is imperative. In addition, the knowledge on

coupling strengths can be utilized for nanoscale mass measure-
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ment in a nanomechanical system (NEMS).

Spin-strain coupling of NV center in diamond

Using DFT calculations, I determined the six coupling pa-

rameters between the electron spin of NV center and the cell de-

formation of the diamond host. I provided their conversion to

stress coupling parameters. These are in the order of MHz
GPa

mag-

nitude and show good agreement with experimental data [8].

I also predicted the value of two coupling parameters yet to

be determined experimentally, namely g25 = −2.17 MHz
GPa

and

g26 = −2.58 MHz
GPa

. These are in the order of magnitude of the

other four coupling parameters and belong to the |0〉 → |±1〉
spin transition. Their importance lies in the possibility to re-

place microwave excitation in ODMR experiment with electric

one using piezoelectric devices and to achieve resonant spin

manipulation with time dependent deformation. [T2a]

Spin-strain coupling of divacancy center in silicon car-

bide

I determined with DFT calculations the values of the cou-

pling parameters mentioned before for divacancy defect in sili-

con carbide of 3C and 4H polytype. This point defect possesses

similar spin properties as NV center in diamond, thus I com-

pared the results of these two. While the spin-deformation cou-

pling strength of divacancy is slightly smaller than that of NV

center, SiC has much smaller stiffness parameters. Therefore

the spin-stress coupling of divacancy is greater. Based on the

calculated coupling strengths, I estimated the stress sensitivity

of the centers in the order of 10−5 GPaHz−1/2 using relevant ex-
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perimental magneto-optical parameters. Based on the results,

I found the isotope purity of the crystal to be the decisive factor

in sensitivity. The improvement of the host quality can make

the divacancy defect more sensitive stress sensor than the NV

center. [T2b]

4.3 Spectrally stable quantum emitters with-

out inversion symmetry

I theoretically demonstrated that inversion symmetry is not a

prerequisite for spectrally stable quantum emitters. Spectral

diffusion can be circumvented not only between states with zero

electric dipole moment, but also in optical excitations with un-

changed dipole moment. That is, the criterion concerns the

difference of permanent dipole moments of the two states. Be-

sides, the criterion for great transition dipole moment can be

satisfied as well. To fulfill these, the wavefunction of the point

defect without inversion symmetry have the same localization

but different phase along the symmetry axis in ground and ex-

cited states. I proved with DFT macroscopic dipole moment

calculations, that V1 center in SiC fulfills above criteria with

dipole moment change of 0.044 eÅ. This value is one order of

magnitude smaller than 0.903 eÅ calculated for the NV center.

I determined the Debye-Waller factor of 6% for V1 center in

4H-SiC which is about twice as large as for NV center in dia-

mond. My statements on spectrally stable quantum emitters

expand the number of crystal structures taken into considera-

tion for quantum emitter studies and applications. [T3a, T3b]
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5 Conclusions

During my doctoral research, I determined the necessary magneto-

optical parameters of N2V center in diamond for ODMR mea-

surement, this way I found a point defect with possible quan-

tum memory application. I calculated two previously unknown

spin-deformation coupling parameter values, these allow new

methods for spin excitation and manipulation. My calculations

predict divacancy in silicon carbide to gain favor over NV cen-

ter in nanoscale stress sensing, provided the improvement of

the crystal quality. My statements on spectrally stable point

defects facilitates the quantum emitter application of defects

in compound semiconductors.
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